1* Introduction* Let Ω be a set and let Sf be a σ-algebra of subsets of Ω. Let T be a one-to-one bimeasurable transformation mapping Ω onto itself. T then induces the group of transformations {T\ i = 0, ±1, •} defined in the usual way. If A e s/, T ι A is defined to be the set of images of the elements of A under the transformation T\ Let & be the class of probability measures defined on jy for which T is invariant, i.e. if P is a probability measure defined on s/ then Pe^ if and only if PA = PTA for every iej/. Let S>/ x be the subclass of s/ which is invariant under T; a set A ε jy belongs to S/ x if and only if A -TA. It is trivial to verify that Ssζ is sub-σ-algebra of S/. Finally let &{ be the subclass of & for which T is ergodic, i. Suppose now that Pe ^ and Q e& and suppose also that Q is absolutely continuous with respect to P. Then if A e jfcf we have PA = 0 or PA = 1 and hence Q agrees with P on J^f. Thus the theorem applies and we have COROLLARY 1. If Pe^, Qe^,  and Q is absolutely continuous with respect to P then Q == P.
Theorem 1 also furnishes an elegant proof of a result which was proved by Lamperti [3] , and in a special situation by Harris [1] . Suppose P and Q are both ergodic, i.e. Pe^ and Qe^.
Then either P and Q are orthogonal or for each A e s/ for which PA = lwe have Q(A) > 0. Now suppose A e j% and PA = 1. Then if Q is not orthogonal to P and since Q e &[ we must have Q(A) = 1 and it follows that P = Q on
We have COROLLARY 
If Pe ^t,Qe ^1 9 then either P=Q or P is orthogonal to Q.
In § 3, we shall show that this result can be considerably generalized.
THEOREM 2. & is a convex set. Pe^if and only if P is an extreme point of £P.
Proof. The first statement is obvious. Suppose Pe ^ and suppose we may represent P in the form P = aP 1 + (1 -a)P 2 where 0 < a < 1 and Pi e &*i = 1,2. Then clearly P x and P 2 are absolutely continuous with respect to P and it follows from Corollary 1 that P λ = P 2 = PThus if Pe ^jf it is an extreme point of ^? Conversely if P0 ^ there exists a set Bes^ζ with 0 < PJ5 < 1. Then we may write P = aP λ + (1 -α)P 2 where a = PB, and for Aej/ we have P X {A) =
P(Af]B)IP(B) and P f (A) = P(AnB

C )IP(B C
). It is easily verified that Pi and P 2 are invariant probability measures and it follows that P is not an extreme point of ^?
Theorem 2 strongly suggests that it may be possible to obtain the elements of & as convex combinations of the extreme points of ^f. Under a rather mild assumption this is in fact true, as will be shown in the next section. Examples of the kind of theorem we have in mind were proved by Hewitt and Savage [2] . PA = 0 for every Pe^! Clearly such a condition is necessary for a convex representation theorem and the condition can actually be verified in many examples of interest.
Suppose now that Pe 3f. Theorem 1 tells us that P has a unique invariant extension from J^f to J^f This suggests that if A e s/ we should be able to determine PA by knowing only the values of P on J^f. A proof of this statement follows from the individual ergodic theorem. (iii) 7Γ U w A n = Un ^» where A and each A w is an element of J^ Since S/ x is a σ-algebra it follows that 77 is a er-algebra. Now let Q e 3?. We define a set function μ Q on 77 by μ Q (π A ) = Q(A).
We shall show that under the assumption at the beginning of this section μ Q is in fact a probability measure defined on 77. Clearly μ Q (π A )^>0 for each π A , and μ Q (^) = μ Q (τcΩ) = Q(β) = 1. Now suppose {TΓ^J is a sequence of disjoint elements of π. It is easily verified that this is the case if and only if PA n Π A m = 0 for every pair of sets A nf A m in Ssζ with n Φ m and for every Pe^f. It follows from the assumption that Q(A n n AJ = 0 for rc =£ m. Hence μ ρ {(J w πA n } -Q(U» A n ) -Σ^ Q(A n ) = Σw /^Q{^J an( i we have shown that μ ρ is a probability measure defined on 77. We summarize in THEOREM 
If Π and μ Q are defined as above then Π is a σ-algebra of subsets of ^. Under the assumption at the beginning of this section μ Q is a probability measure defined on 77, THEOREM 6. Let A e S^. Consider the function f A (P) defined on and with values f A (P) -PA. Then f A (P) is measurable with respect to 77.
Proof. We must show that for every a with 0 ^ a ^ 1 we have {P e &{ I f A (P) ^a} = {Pe^\PA^a}eΠ.
But it follows from Theorem 4 that {P e &l I PA ^ α} = π^^ where A a eStζ is the set guaranteed by Theorem 4, and the theorem follows.
Since f A {P) is bounded and measurable it is clearly integrable with respect to any probability measure defined on 77. Now let Qe ^ and μ Q be the corresponding probability measure defined on 77. For each 
Q(A) = l P(A)dμ Q for every
We shall refer to Theorem 7 as the representation theorem, and the rest of this section is devoted to exploring some consequences of this theorem. One immediate consequence is a generalization of Corollary 2 to Theorem 1. Another interesting consequence of the theorem is the obvious fact that if A e Stf and if PA = 1 for each P e g* then Q(A) = 1 for each Q e ^? Thus the individual ergodic theorem for arbitrary invariant measures is an immediate consequence of that theorem for ergodic measures. Furthermore Theorem 7 throws some light on the evaluation of the limiting function in the individual ergodic theorem. Let Qeâ nd let f(x) be defined on Ω and measurable with respect to s& Let fn(<β) = llnΣιt=of(T*x). Then if feL λ (Q) the ergodic theorem states that lim^oo f n (x) =/*(#) say, exists on a set of Q-measure one. It is clear that/* is invariant i.e. f*(Tx)=f *(x) for all x for which /* exists. If / is also integrable with respect to Pe ^ then /* is constant on a set of P-measure one, and we have Finally, suppose / is again measurable with respect to j^Γ Let 
